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versionQ: What property of an object does the composer need to see? I'm a beginner and I just

discovered how to handle the composer. I'm using composer and it works perfect with the file and
the basic classes. But when I have a class for example ClassA (that extends ClassB) and inside the

ClassA there is a method that returns an object of ClassB, what must the composer see to be able to
create an object of the ClassB class and then send it back with the method? If I have the other way

around what must the composer see? Thanks! A: An object in an OOP language is a set of data
associated to some kind of a "concept" we give to the object. A class is just an abstract idea, like a

group of data that can be used to represent something, and this is translated in an object, which has
the ability to have some kind of behaviour. The composer sees the class of the object and for sure it

has the class' concept, because the object has something you know, is an instance of that class.
Now, regarding the composition between two objects, it is about the existence of some relationship

between the classes or their ideas. We do not care if it is public or private, abstract or concrete, base
or superclass... It is just that we give an idea about something and then we translate this idea in

some kind of data that represents that concept, and it can be anything. Even if we know something
about the internal class structure of an object, it still is not necessary that we need to see the code
for it, nor it is important what the public access-level is for it, it is enough that we know about that

relationship, i.e., that this object should or should not be accessible from other parts of the code, or
that it is exactly the same object as the object in this code, and the interface of the class states
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